
Starships D6 / Loronar Corporation Intersterce Jump Craft
Name:

Intersterce Jump Craft

Type: Loronar Corporation Intersterce Jump

Craft

Scale: Starfighter

Length: 8m

Skill: Space Transports - Intersterce

Crew: 1

Crew Skill: varies 

Passengers: 1

Consumables: 1 Day

Cost: 21,000 (used)

Cargo Capacity: 150Kg

Hyperdrive Multiplier: X5

Hyperdrive Backup:

Nav Computer: Can store 2 Jumps

Space: 6

Atmosphere: 500;900kmh 

Maneuverability: 2D

Hull: 3D

Shields: 1D

Sensors:

         Passive: 20/0D+2

         Scan: 40/1D+1

         Search: 80/2D+2

         Focus: 2/3D+1

Weapons:

         Twin Laser Cannons

                 Fire Arc: Front

                 Skill: Starship Gunnery

                 Fire Control: 2D

                 Space Range: 1-3/12/25

                 Atmosphere Range: 100-300/1.2/2.5km

                 Damage: 5D

Description: The Intersterce Jump Ship is a small vessel for intra system travel, and with fairly fast ion

engines, and a small hyperdrive it is ideal for this task. The hyperdrive is too weak, and its life support too

short for travel between star systems, but as a short range two man transport the Intersterce is perfect.

Originally built for those who could afford not to use public transport, but didn't want to pay for a true

starship, this jump craft is well appointed and comfortable inside. However the Intersterce has also found



use as an inspection craft and even limited use as a starfighter, its low price making it suitable for

engineers and designers to examine their latest orbital project, and its twin laser cannons packing quite a

punch for such small weapons. The Intersterce sold reasonably but not spectacularly well, and its

production was ended several years ago in favour of more heavily armed starfighters and more

expensive yaghts. 
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